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Since the introduction of the practice
of BYOD (Bring Your Own Device),
attitudes towards it have been starkly
polarising. Some hail it as a sensible
cost saving measure, others an
inevitability of the consumerisation of
technology, while many others have
grave concerns about the security
and data protection implications.
Whatever your perspective, in 2018
an estimated 45% of UK businesses
had adopted BYOD in some form. 
 
This means that as its presence in
the market grows every organisation
 

needs to evaluate their approach to
BYOD and whether embracing it
could be right for their business.
 
At Pneuma we believe that it is
paramount to properly assess the
potential impact of BYOD, not as a
generalisation but specifically
in your organisation before taking
the leap. With that in mind we will
explore BYOD - the benefits,
disadvantages and considerations
we believe you need to weigh.
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I N C R E A S E D  P R O D U C T I V I T Y

When it was first introduced, BYOD was treated with suspicion and hostility. However its
attractive benefits have seen these attitudes begin to shift. In recent years much has
been said about the potential benefits of embracing BYOD.
 
Undeniably the key draw of BYOD is a financial one. The promise of reduced hardware,
tariff and device maintenance spending is very attractive to any organisation. This is
without question the primary promise that has led businesses to debate the viability of
BYOD. 
 
Additionally the employees' desire to use technology they are familiar with is another
often cited benefit. The divide between the cutting edge tech that employees often use
at home and the cheaper more practical devices many businesses supply can lead to a
frustrating user experience. Therefore allowing employees to use their own devices can
resolve this issue and perhaps even incentivise employee to use their devices more -
potentially increasing productivity. 
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DATA OWNERSHIP &
PROTECTION

The introduction of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) last May led to
discussions around how personal information was being handled (and often mishandled)
highlighting questionable practices that had become common place. The threat of a fine as
high as €20million or 4% of your global turnover - whichever is higher - gave a gravitas to this
responsibility to protect personal data. GDPR also clarified the definition of 'personal data' as
anything that could potentially identify a specific individual including - names, phone numbers,
addresses, national insurance numbers, passport numbers, email addresses, financial or
medical histories, mother's maiden name, next of kin information, data stored in calendar
invites etc. 
 
 Any Data Protection Officer knows that from an organisational standpoint a data breach is a
financial, administrative and PR nightmare. In fact, in 2018, IBM estimated that a data breach
would cost a business on average $3.68 million (USD). This figure includes everything from
the cost of detecting a breach, to notifying both customers and authorities, the cost of post-
breach measures like helpdesk costs and legal expenditure, to the cost of lost business and
reputational damage. Despite the hefty implications of mishandling data, we found that
surprisingly few businesses we spoke to had considered the data handled by their mobile
devices. 
 
When evaluating the impact of BYOD on your organisation's GDPR policy it is important

to address these areas:

| How is PII (personally identifiable information) currently being accessed on mobile devices?
| Which apps are handling personal data and how would these be secured in a BYOD setting?
| How can you secure your employee's personal data stored on their personal devices if you
introduce BYOD?
| How may the limitations of common solutions (like EMM's limited control over iOS devices
etc) impact your ability to protect personal data?
| How can you monitor and limit the storing of unnecessary PII? - For example educating users
about not storing email addresses, phone numbers or addresses outside of company container
on personal devices.
| Will our data be synced to additional IoT devices like cars or smartwatches? If so how do we
secure it?
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SECURITY

 
 
Key security concerns to evaluate include: 

| How will we enforce a password policy that secures our employee's personal devices? 
(Key considerations: Making sure passcodes are strong, preventing password or device
sharing with friends or family etc)
| How will we tackle lost and stolen devices? Will our employees agree to allow us to wipe their
personal device to allow us to protect our data?
| How will we combat devices being connected to insecure Wi-FI hotspots and monitor devices
for exposure to man-in-the-middle attacks or malware?
| How will we combat app attacks from apps our employees may download onto their personal
device?
 

It has been estimated that 48% of data breaches globally were caused by malicious or criminal
attacks. In light of this cyber security has grown increasingly pivotal to the introduction of any
new tech policy. As firms shore up their firewalls and refine their network defences
cybercriminals have turned their attention to mobile devices in a big way. In 2018 Kaspersky
lab reported that the number of attacks using malicious malware attacks had nearly doubled in
just one year.  Perhaps the most significant mobile threat this study identified was the use of
Trojan droppers which are specifically designed to bypass system protection such
as firewalls and antivirus software to deliver all sorts of malware. As the amount of valuable
personal data we hold on mobile devices increases cyber criminals are increasingly identifying
this as a potential target.
 
From a BYOD perspective it is very important for organisations to carefully consider the impact
of user behaviour on their cyber (and data) security. From connecting devices to insecure Wi-
Fi hotspots like coffee shops, allowing other people to use their device, to downloading
vulnerable apps like games from unknown sources and not updating devices regularly user
behaviours can present some key security challenges. On a company owned device policies
can discourage these behaviours and an installing an EMM solution on an android advice can
allow you to block these actions completely. However on a user's personal device it can be
more difficult to regulate these behaviours. Additionally your IT team may used to supporting
one OS but you need to consider the impact of multiple OS systems and multiple devices on
the BYOD policy you are looking to enforce. 
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MANAGEMENT & SUPPORT

 
In terms of management & support it is important to consider:

| How will we ensure devices run the minimum required specs & avoid programme
incompatibility?
| How will supporting various devices, across multiple OS impact our IT team?
|How often do we run into mobile support requests and how will we assist employees in
troubleshooting these directly with their individual supplier or network?
| Are our employees happy for IT to monitor their personal devices?
| How will we enforce our data protection, IT and BYOD policies on personal devices?
(Especially iOS devices that have some limitations in their EMM compatibility)
| How will we ensure devices (especially iOS) are updated  regularly to limit device exposure to
malware threats?
| Who will be liable for overspend charges and lost, stolen or damaged devices? How can we
ensure this is clear in our BYOD policy upfront?
 

Right now your company devices are probably all a similar model, running the same OS and
protected by management software that puts your IT department in control. What many personal
users don't understand is that if a device is lost or stolen all the data within it belongs to the
company so IT can wipe it at the push of a button without a problem. If there is a support issue
the device is registered to the company, so they call the solution provider who troubleshoots this
for them. If users try to install apps from unknown sources your IT department probably has
rules setup that block this behaviour. And if the company owns the device, the end user has no
expectation of anything different - after all, you have a responsibility to protect both your
hardware, data and ultimately your IT infrastructure.
 
However introducing BYOD shifts this environment.  Even if you implement good BYOD
practices like utilising an EMM solution, ultimately the devices your employees are using to
conduct business are their own. Financially and psychologically the employees own the device
but your IT are still tasked with aiding them in utilising that device to perform the basic functions
of their job. This is where many IT departments have been polarised on BYOD. Some embrace
it as a way to ease the pressure on their technology budget. Others see it as a support
headache which requires them to manage various operating systems (OS) and devices, with
various software compatibilities as well as increasing their vulnerability to increasingly
sophisticated threat vectors. 
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Bring Your Own Device is an attractive proposition which, in the right environment, can offer
significant benefits to some users and companies. This shift in culture seems to make sense
particularly in some B2B sectors where minimal customer data is handled and tech savvy
users require the latest handsets. It is however not a policy which should be taken lightly. 
 
In the current cyberthreat landscape one of the biggest vulnerabilities any organisation faces is
user behaviour. BYOD puts significant demands on the individual users who will be required to
use their personal devices for work. From allowing the IT department access to personal
devices, to complying with strict password policies the user is no longer free to use the phone
as they see fit. Users need to be fully behind a BYOD policy in order to agree to have IT
monitor their personal devices including things like logging geolocation. 
 
While utilising solutions like Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) and Containerisation allow
your IT department to exercise some control over your data, user behaviour still poses the risk
of cross contamination. Something as simple as entering an address in a version of Google
Maps sitting outside of your company container, or storing a contact in the wrong place can
leave valuable customer data vulnerable. Which is why in a BYOD environment education is
crucial. Getting employees on board is the first step but the second, is ensuring they
understand the security implications enough to comply with strict policies. In some particularly
tech driven environments employees may feel that utilising the latest technology is worth it.
Others may feel BYOD invades their privacy, prefering to draw clear lines between the
company's data and their own.
 
While the initial savings on hardware look attractive there are additional costs involved in
supporting a BYOD solution. As with any technological trend there are some strong
advantages of BYOD which will make it a natural fit in some contexts.  However it will not be
right for every business or every user. Which is why we would strongly advise taking a holistic
approach to evaluating BYOD because of its far reaching implications.
 


